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A look ahead: 
2nd quarter 2023 outlook
The economic uncertainty and volatile investment environment that 
characterized the first quarter seem to be trends that will prevail through much 
of 2023 for fixed-income and equity markets alike.

Fixed income market

Money markets continue to offer yields of 4.0–4.5%, which is an attractive 
return for a turbulent environment. Treasury yields again are decidedly lower 
than the current rate of inflation. It is important to the Federal Reserve (Fed) 
that it remain resolute in fighting inflation and that investors are confident in 
this conviction. Thus, it seems unlikely that the Fed would reverse policy and 
begin cutting rates later this year. However, that prospect may change if we 
see further negative surprises from the banking industry or a rapid slowdown 
in the economy.

High-quality corporate bond yields currently average about 5%, which is 
approximately 1.5% higher than treasury bond yields. Current yields of 
8–12% in the higher risk areas of the fixed income market rival or exceed 
expected equity market returns. Investing in this area should be viewed as an 
alternative not to higher-quality fixed-income investments, but closer to equity 
investments.

Equity market

In the near term, the trend favoring large cap growth equities may persist. 
From a longer-term standpoint, smaller capitalization and value equities 
remain historically cheaper relative to larger capitalization growth equities. 
However, these sectors of the equity market perform better when the economy 
transitions from contraction back to expansion. The stock market, especially 
the large cap growth sector, has received a boost from the sharp decline in 
interest rates. Still, the overall price/earnings ratio (P/E) for the market remains 
somewhat high relative to historic averages.

International and emerging market equities had been performing well until 
the surprising banking turbulence dramatically changed expectations for 
non-U.S. markets. The collapse of Credit Suisse added to an already cloudy 
environment caused by the war in Ukraine. Like small cap and value U.S. 
stocks, international stocks will need to see clearer economic skies to truly 
regain their performance footing.

Looking ahead – a bumpy flight path

Investors should be prepared for continued market volatility over the coming 
quarters. In the near term, quality large cap growth stocks should continue 
to outperform other equity market sectors. Longer term, valuation for small, 
mid-cap and value equities are historically attractive, and investors should 
maintain exposure to these sectors in anticipation of a cyclical recovery. What 
is needed to get more aggressive across fixed income credit and equities? 
More attractive overall valuations along with clear evidence that inflation is 
retreating, an easing of Fed monetary policy, stability in the banking and 
financial system, and a stable economy poised for expansion.

Equity views p. 9–11
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Thrivent Economic Conditions Index

The Thrivent Economic Conditions Index (TECI)* continues to show meaningful signs of a rapidly decel-
erating economy. Although overall gross domestic product (GDP) growth has continued to be positive, 
manufacturing/production, housing, and investment statistics are stagnant, if not declining. The labor 
market continues to be surprisingly strong which is bolstering consumer spending. However, the positive 
indicators on consumer spending are being masked by inflation, consumers are paying more, but getting 
less. Financial conditions have also tightened, and will continue to do so given the recent problems in the 
regional banking sector. Credit will be more constrained going forward, which will impact economic growth. 
The odds of a recession are high and increasing.

Thrivent Economic Conditions Index (TECI)* August 1981 – March 2023
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Leading economic indicators

The Conference Board’s Leading Economic Indicator Index (LEI) has been declining significantly for 
the past two years, and aligns with the economic weakness indicated by TECI. This index historically 
has demonstrated a fairly high degree of correlation with prospective economic weakness. The LEI is 
comprised of ten economic variables, eight of which are currently either flat or negative. The current LEI 
statistics also have not yet begun to factor in the potential negative impact of the stress in the banking 
system. 

The Conference Board U.S. Leading Index
February 2020 – February 2023
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Source: The Conference Board, Bloomberg

*The Thrivent Economic Conditions Index is Thrivent Asset Management’s proprietary index of 
the U.S. economy, which is based on a wide variety economic indicators. It’s one of many tools 
Thrivent Asset Management uses to evaluate the U.S. economy and estimate the likelihood of 
economic recession. The higher the value, the more risk there is of a recession.
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Yield curve

The deeply inverted yield curve (where short term interest rates are meaningfully higher than long-term 
interest rates) has been flashing economic warning signs for the past three quarters. Over the past year 
the Fed has raised short term interest rates by 450 bps, an historically large increase in such a short period 
of time. History has shown that the Fed tends to raise interest rates until something in the economy or the 
markets “breaks”. The turmoil in the banking system seems to be the thing that has broken during this 
tightening cycle. The bond market has responded with short term bond yields falling precipitously, while 
long term bond yields remain largely unchanged. This sharp turnaround in the shape of the yield curve 
implies that the Fed is nearly done raising short term interest rates. Prospective inflation statistics will need 
continue declining to validate this changing dynamic in the bond market.

U.S. Treasury yield curve
As of March 31, 2023
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Expected corporate earnings 

Throughout much of the past year, corporate earnings estimates had been coming down. However, late 
in the past quarter, there were some glimmers of hope that the Fed would be able to engineer a “soft 
landing”, the economy would not fall into recession, and corporate earnings would begin to improve. This 
hope has been summarily dispatched due to the persistent weakening in economic data, and now the 
potential negative impacts that may be forthcoming from the banking system turmoil. First quarter earnings 
announcements remain highly uncertain given the number of negative trends in the economy (illustrated in 
TECI and the LEI). 

S&P 500® Index forward earnings-per-share (EPS)
December 1, 2021 – March 31, 2023
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Overall views

Equity versus fixed income
Equity Fixed income Thus far, 2023 has brought a measure of stability to the equity market. The nega-

tivity of 2022’s volatility trend has eased, as investors have not only demonstrated 
resistance to material deterioration but also a degree of positive energy. This is 
especially true in the large growth space. Even small cap, which struggled, has 
managed to hold the 2022 lows. Broadly speaking, the patterns and trends within 
equities are long-term favorable. However, obstacles linger. Macroeconomic 
headwinds are building, and the earnings outlook remains vulnerable. Manufac-
turing sentiment surveys are depressed, home values have ticked down 7 months 
in a row, retail sales are softening, and the Fed’s war on inflation persists. Never-
theless, diminished inflationary pressures, improving consumer sentiment, and 
the strength/composition of Q1 equity performance, provide a basis for cautious 
optimism. As such, Thrivent maintains a slight equity bias.

Equity: U.S. versus international
U.S. International Despite recent relative strength versus domestic, we continue to favor domestic 

over international in the intermediate-to-long term. Support to our positioning 
includes peak globalization and the increase in reshoring by U.S. companies, a 
higher degree of innovation domestically, greater demographic issues internation-
ally, structural impediments to growth in Europe, and a more favorable climate for 
businesses (e.g. regulation) domestically. The recent avoidance of recession in 
Europe, largely attributable to substantially lower energy prices, has helped the 
MSCI EAFE index (which tracks the performance of developed-economy stocks 
in Europe, Australasia and the Far East) outperform the S&P 500 year to date. We 
believe this tailwind for European equities have largely run its course. While rather 
infrequent, over the past 30 years, this degree of outperformance for the region 
has always been followed by notable underperformance. However, this does not 
preclude continued outperformance by MSCI EAFE in the near term. The dollar has 
been depreciating since peaking in September of 2022. The continuation of dollar 
depreciation would benefit international equities, particularly in emerging markets. 

Equity: market cap
Small caps Large caps We are overweight both small and mid caps, with a bigger overweight to mid 

caps. When they outperform large caps significantly, small and mid tend to do so 
simultaneously. Small cap valuations are quite low both on an absolute basis and 
relative to large caps. Additionally, sentiment is generally low which often favors 
small caps. However, valuation is a condition rather than a catalyst, and other 
sentiment-related measures such as credit spreads have plenty of capacity to 
worsen. Small caps will likely need to see economic prospects stop deteriorating 
(e.g. a bottom in PMIs) and a risk appetite return to equity markets before a more 
sustained period of outperformance can occur versus large caps. Furthermore, 
small caps are at risk of underperformance despite the relative valuation cushion 
should a recession occur. For these reasons, we retain the capacity to increase our 
overweight should conditions become more favorable to higher risk small caps.
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Overall views

Fixed income: duration
Short Long The Federal Reserve continued to increase the Fed Funds rates in the first quarter 

but slowed the pace as rates moved further into restrictive territory and inflation 
eased from 40-year highs. Long-term interest rates such as the 10-year Treasury 
were choppy but ended the quarter lower, pushing key Treasury yield curves 
deeper into inversion, such as the widely watched 10-year less two-year rate 
curve. We expect the Fed to pause rate hikes in the second quarter, reaching 
a terminal rate of 5% or a moderately above. We then expect the Fed to hold 
rates steady before cutting toward the latter part of 2023 or early next year as the 
economy slows significantly. Several economic indicators such as yield curves, 
the Leading Economic Index (LEI) and others are at levels associated with past 
recessions. We have shifted from short duration positioning to roughly neutral with 
a bias to go long duration given increasing recession odds. We are expressing this 
view first in longer-term Treasuries and expect to eventually move to long duration 
in shorter rates as Fed rate cuts become more likely. We expect the 10-year/2-year 
yield curve to steepen over time, which typically happens as the economy nears 
or goes into an economic slowdown, as shorter-term rates such as the two-year 
rate fall in anticipation of rate cuts. We are currently roughly neutral on yield curve 
positioning with the intention to position for a steeper yield curve. The key risk to 
this view is if inflation remains stickier than expected, would which lead the Fed to 
continue hiking rates, further inverting the yield curve.

Fixed income: credit quality
Low quality High quality Fixed-income credit posted solid returns in the first quarter as interest rates fell 

while credit spreads were little changed. In 2023 we expect credit markets to be 
increasingly driven by concerns over a slowing economy and the possibility of a 
recession due to tightening financial conditions, especially with banks tightening 
credit availability. Both high-yield and investment-grade corporate spreads remain 
close to long-term averages and medians. If the economy significantly slows, 
credit spreads have meaningful downside with defaults likely rising in lower-quality 
credit, including high yield and leveraged loans. Additionally, earnings estimates 
have fallen but still do not fully reflect a meaningful economic slowdown. We are 
positioned moderately underweight credit risk within broad fixed-income portfo-
lios. We intend to tactically lower credit risk should the probability of a recession 
increase further than our expectations. If spreads increase to around average 
recessionary levels, we intend to start adding back credit risk given more attrac-
tive valuations and yields.
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Communication Services

Communication Services outperformed in the first quarter. Advertising spending 
increased in March, with advertisers taking advantage of lower ad prices. Artificial 
intelligence (AI) and the availability of more audience data are improving adver-
tiser return on investment (ROI) and attribution. Paused or delayed ad budgets on 
macro concerns could be a tailwind in the second quarter. User trends and AI are 
transforming the economics of the online advertising business to those that can 
effectively compete. Video games continue to struggle in the near term without 
meaningful product cycles, but gaming is becoming a greater share of user 
engagement. Major streaming providers have taken notice and new offerings are 
in the pipeline. 

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary outperformed in the first quarter. We see more limited 
drivers for incremental spending capacity in 2023 compared to 2021–2022 and 
expect services/experiences to continue taking pandemic share loss back from 
goods/things. Athletic brands are positioned to take further wardrobe share in soft 
lines. We see ongoing leisure demand and gaming spend, particularly in upper-
middle to economy hotels, Las Vegas, regional casinos. Restaurant traffic has held 
up well although recent reports suggest casual and family dining has slowed offset 
by strong quick service demand. We believe leisure travel and activities (theme 
parks), gaming visitation, and quick service, fast casual restaurants will outperform 
in a recession scenario. 

Consumer Staples

Consumer Staples underperformed in the first quarter. Leading input cost indica-
tors and the labor market are pointing to broadening disinflation over the coming 
quarters. Companies that can drive volume and traffic growth and/or preserve 
pricing gains from past few years are positioned to outperform. Middle-of-the-road 
brands will likely continue to lose share as top brands and private labels gain 
share in a tougher macro backdrop. We expect the elevated consumer trial at 
club and dollar stores over the past year to drive durable visitation trends going 
forward. We expect continued outgrowth from the beauty category as smaller 
brands apply innovation pressure on long-time stalwarts. 

Energy

The Energy sector underperformed in the first quarter. For 2023, our base case 
remains that the oil patch is headed for a multi-year reserve replacement cycle. 
Global supply is likely to tighten as OPEC+ (includes Russia) surprised the market 
with another oil supply cut to start April. Parsing through the noise, three things 
stand out: (1) OPEC is again (after 10+ years) the swing producer post-shale 
maturation, (2) OPEC countries individually have their own agenda (ex. Saudi 
Arabia’s Vision 2030) with higher oil prices helping to pay for these goals, and (3) 
Russia’s (3rd largest global producer) prior sanctions – which were driving produc-
tion cuts – may get rebranded as a voluntary cut, but data quality from Russia is 
an issue.

Equity views

*Equity weighting scales unavailable this quarter
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Equity views

Financials

Financials underperformed in the first quarter, led down by regional banks. Two 
significant regional bank failures sent shockwaves through the bank sector. Fortu-
nately, the failures appear confined to outlier institutions that were overly exposed 
to interest rate risk and undiversified depositor bases. Non-bank financials are 
generally performing better than banks but may see derivative impact on forward 
earnings. Property catastrophe reinsurance and wholesale property insurance 
prices are now at their highest risk-adjusted levels in history. Most personal lines 
auto insurers are ironically suffering deteriorating margins as auto insurance prices 
increase. This is due to adverse selection as underwriters with superior risk selec-
tion technologies offload poorer risks to weaker competitors. Early indications are 
that U.S. individual term and universal life mortality results have remained adverse 
in 2023. This suggests that adverse selection remains in play with certain life 
insurers as a lingering, potentially serious issue.

Health Care

Health Care underperformed in the first quarter. Investors are gaining more 
comfort with some of the operational headwinds such as higher inflationary pres-
sures, labor shortages and supply chain issues and are looking toward a period 
of recovery as the year progresses. The Public Health Emergency ends in May, 
which suggests a more normal operating environment, but that transition will face 
Medicaid membership redeterminations, payment changes at a diagnostic and 
care level, and less federal government payment for vaccines. We believe the 
potential for a less favorable regulatory environment will impact some companies 
more than others, based on their business mix. Our expectation for a “new normal” 
operating environment to emerge should create opportunities to invest in compa-
nies that have suffered from external factors, and not necessarily due to changes 
in the long term outlook or competitive operating environment. 

Industrials

Industrials underperformed in the first quarter. Sentiment remains mixed with 
familiar themes in the foreground: interest rate trajectory, geopolitical tensions, and 
supply chain normalization. Residential construction activity is an early victim of the 
Fed’s tightening, although long-term housing fundamentals are sound. Concerns 
regarding non-residential construction are emerging, but government stimulus 
should help support spending levels across certain verticals. The longer-term 
impacts from a potentially tighter lending environment remain to be seen. Trans-
ports are enduring a difficult price environment as destocking trends continue, 
which may improve in the back half of the year. Aerospace is on a favorable 
trajectory with China reopening and record backlogs. Geopolitical tensions support 
defense spending, while straining otherwise improving global supply chains.

Information Technology

The Information Technology sector outperformed in the first quarter. Longer-term 
semiconductor growth remains favorable given increasing semiconductor content 
as AI innovation and electric vehicle (EV) adoption are big content ...(continued)

*Equity weighting scales unavailable this quarter
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Equity views

(Information Technology; continued from previous page)... opportunities. Enter-
prise IT spending softness is elongating sales cycles for both hardware and 
software. Cloud infrastructure demand is also weaker given similar actions with 
inventory corrections. PCs and consumer electronics still suffer from excess 
pandemic consumption. We continue to favor companies that are profitable and 
have opportunities to grow through a downturn. The introduction of OpenAI and 
ChatGPT to the mainstream has caused a gold rush by tech companies to incor-
porate AI into their services. We are focused on uncovering true AI innovators/
beneficiaries, while also avoiding industries poised to be disrupted by AI.

Materials

The Materials sector underperformed in the first quarter. Economic data has been 
inconsistent this year making both stocks and bonds unusually volatile. Volatility 
creates opportunities to invest in the best companies at attractive valuations. We 
carefully study the various industries across the materials sector and currently 
have positive views around coatings companies in particular. Our view is non-con-
sensus as higher interest rates dampen new home construction, and may lower 
existing home resales, which in turn can reduce architectural paint consumption. 
Conversely, automotive and aerospace end markets are improving and interna-
tional demand, particularly in China and Europe, is looking better. We are also 
positive about supply/demand fundamentals in steel and fertilizers and the earn-
ings power of leading companies in those areas.

Real Estate

Real estate investment trust (REIT) stocks underperformed in the first quarter with 
the exception of industrial REITs which were in line with the broad market. Office 
REITs were the worst performers as long term vacancy and rent erosion trends 
remain. The outlook for 2023 varies considerably across subsectors as interest 
rates, cap rates, vacancy rates and rents are in flux. Stronger sectors include the 
cell tower, data center, industrial, and residential property sectors. The common 
denominators for these sectors are strong underlying demand and limited supply 
growth. Our approach is selective but values are becoming more attractive overall 
as slower growth and higher discount rates are being priced in. 

Utilities

Utilities underperformed in the first quarter. The defensive nature of the utility 
industry was a major factor in the underperformance during a more “risk-on” 
market. Going forward, several industry headwinds have abated which should 
help performance. These include lower natural gas prices and potentially lower 
interest rates. A continued higher inflationary environment would be a headwind 
that utilities would have to manage around. The growth outlook remains strong as 
year-end forecasts for long-term capital spending increased across the board. 
This should drive higher EPS and dividend growth. With a focus on the clean 
energy transition, utilities have a strong and visible long-term growth outlook. We 
are focused on utilities that serve stronger markets and have a well-conceived 
energy transition road map. 

*Equity weighting scales unavailable this quarter
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Investment-grade corporates
Underweight Overweight Investment-grade credit spreads in the U.S. corporate bond market tightened 

significantly to begin the year to the tightest levels in over a year. However, credit 
spreads, particularly financials, were then negatively impacted in March due to 
bank liquidity concerns and a general flight to quality that gripped the market. We 
remain alert to any further potential impacts the Fed’s aggressive tightening cycle 
may begin to have on the economy, particularly on corporate earnings where 
downside risk has increased. We don’t believe the credit markets have fully priced 
in a higher likelihood of recession yet and are maintaining our moderately defen-
sive posture. We continue to look for opportunities to extend our duration profile. 

High-yield bonds
Underweight Overweight The high-yield market experienced a volatile quarter caused by Fed rate hikes 

and stress in the banking system. The Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield Bond 
Index (which measures the performance of fixed-rate non-investment grade 
bonds) finished the quarter with a 3.14% total return driven primarily by the decline 
in longer-term interest rates. Tighter lending standards from banks are expected 
to slow economic growth and put pressure on high-yield market. We expect 
the default rate to climb from the current low levels of 1% towards the historical 
average of 4%. Despite these headwinds, the improved quality of the market and 
lower interest rates could still produce positive returns in the market.

Leveraged loans
Underweight Overweight Year-to-date, loans have outperformed returns of both investment grade corpo-

rate and high yield bonds. For 2023, loans are expected to generate returns in 
the low-single digits. We expect continued outflows from loan mutual funds and 
ETFs due to concerns over credit risk with downgrades outpacing upgrades, and 
expectations for elevated defaults although the maturity wall would suggest that 
defaults will be more of an issue in 2024. CLO creation has been strong but is 
expected to slow given the decline in open warehouses. We are monitoring credit 
fundamentals before potentially lowering our view on loans.

Fixed-income views
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Securitized assets
Underweight Overweight Agency mortgage backed securities (MBS) spreads slightly widened into quarter 

end after initially tightening as the Fed continued to fight inflation while combatting 
a potential banking crisis. Going forward, we favor Agency MBS versus Treasuries 
as we discern the Fed impact on the economy. We maintain our overweight to 
Nonagency residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) which will outperform 
once interest rates rally. Lastly, we have a barbell approach with floating rate 
CLOs paired with longer Agency/Non-agency CMBS, but will look to opportunisti-
cally sell down our non-agency commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) 
into rate and spread rallies.

Emerging-market debt
Underweight Overweight Emerging Market Debt (EMD) ended 2022 with a bang, staging an impressive 

8.11% return in Q4, driven by sub-investment grade (IG) sovereigns. The first 
quarter of 2023 rose a volatile 1.86% with higher spreads offsetting some of the 
tailwind of falling US treasury yields. The market wants to shift its focus to the 
end of the hiking cycle and China reopening, but recent bank failures and sticky 
inflation continue to send volatile, mixed signals on the direction of policy, rates 
and recession risk. Emerging Market Debt gets buffeted by this external risk 
on/off dynamic. The main EMD specific challenges continue to be the need to 
bring down high levels of sovereign debt (COVID boosted) and adjusting to less 
accessible international capital markets. The list of countries working through 
debt restructurings is expected to grow this year but remain limited and short of a 
systemic sector risk. We have a neutral view on EMD, viewing outside risks as the 
largest driver of sector returns near term.

Municipals
Underweight Overweight The uncertainty around future economic data, together with the ongoing negoti-

ations regarding an increase to the national debt ceiling, provides fertile ground 
for continued rate volatility into the summer. The municipal yield curve is currently 
inverted, with shorter maturity yields higher than the intermediate maturity yields. 
It is very unusual, if not unprecedented, to see an inversion to this extent in the 
municipal market and we expect a move to a more traditionally shaped yield curve 
as the Fed changes to a pause and later starts to ease by cutting the rates. With 
this in mind, we see more value in the long and short end of the yield curve with 
less value in the “belly” of the curve. Currently the municipal market is offering 
attractive yields, rarely seen in the past few years. 

Fixed-income views
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